
 

 

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	 	

Episode 05 
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In this episode Johan talks about the first goals of the game 
 
Johan starts the episode off by explaining how he progresses through a game, 
from landing to winning the game. Johan goes on to show his drop in Wailing 
Woods and his optimal route for loot, how many materials he is going to get, and 
what he needs in order to defend himself. 
After looting Wailing Woods Johan explains his scouting rotation, and how he 
tracks down his opponents in order to get into fights. 
He explains how to use movement effects like rifts, shadow stones, and vortex in 
order to move quickly around the map while on the prowl for incoming fights. 
Johan goes on to explain how he likes to engage fights, and shares a trick about 
the shadow stone to avoid the shape shift delay.  
A huge build fight kicks off with third parties joining in. Johan keeps analyzing 
what he does in order to survive the situation. 
 
Assignments 
 
After you’ve gained an understanding of the map and where your optimal loot is 
hidden, you’re now ready to plan out your optimal route for finding your next 
fight. 
Johan wants you to choose and practice your optimal route around the map. This 
is the time to evolve your gameplay with a well thought out process. 
 
Challenge “The Planner”: Join multiple Playground / Solo games in order to 
practice your optimal routing. Solo queue is ideal to practice enemy scouting. 
  
Use your note book below to keep your route close by and stick to it so you can 
master it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Johan ”Ettnix” Bengtsson	
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